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About This Game

Florensia is a Free-to-Play MMORPG and with it´s 3D anime style the game shows you its legendary worlds ashore and at sea.
Mysterious islands, the great ocean, dungeons, picturesque pirates and dangerous monsters are waiting to be discovered.

After years of waiting finally on Steam. Thanks again for greenlight this game

Key Features

• 12 playable classes: 4 Basic classes (Explorer, Mercenary, Noble and Saint) change to 8 other specific classes – at level 40.

• Dual-Battle-System: Each character has both “land” and "sea" level independent of one another, allowing to constantly develop
the character’s competences.

• From Armored to Torpedo Ship: 5 types of different sized vessels are available. The ships can be modified by adding up to 12
different elements.

• Sinister Dungeons: Challenging boss monsters, legendary treasures and Florensia’s epic background story.

• Guild system: Guild ranks, emblems and administration as well as various chat, friend and mail functions.

• Trade & Fishing system: Open your own personal store and use the bank system while enjoying the leisure activities for
merchants and hagglers
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• Upgrade & Seal system: Possibilities to unlock the true power of weapons and equipment
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Title: Florensia
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
AHA Entertainment
Publisher:
Giiku Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Higher

Processor: Penitum4 1.3GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: A graphic card thats supports at least DirectX 9 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Turkish
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Great game with a great community. Best played with some friends.. The game claims to be free to play but the limitations are
absurd. You only have 3 slots for selling. There are four main islands and I believe half of the beginners never leave the first
island and about 1% reach the fourth one. Prepare to walk and sail a lot to complete quests (back and forth). There is no teleport
between islands, no save spots deeper in the bigger dungeons. The game is new on steam but the community is very old. Mostly
EU. Trolling and misleading in global chat is not prohibited, just caps, different languages and cursing. If you want a big
challenge to get to max level without lots of cash, you have one. One tip: Powder of Magic Power is an ingredient to create
magic crystals throug a 2 step recipe you get at the grocery. Don't let false do gooders take this valuable item from you..
Florensia is a fun game with a easy and convenient art style. It has cool and easy controls and you get in action very fast. I like
especially the characters and world design.

It is the perfect game for your after-work hours. You can just play and relax by having a pleasant learning curve. The
community is friendly and helps if necessary.

I commend this game to everyone who loves this genre and isn't looking for the high end hardcore battles. To all of you who
want to have some fun while playing without too much thinking. btw..the music supports this feeling greatly! :). If you enjoy
playing games while still being able to talk to another person or listen to an audio book like I do, this might interest you. It has
everything you would expect in a 3D MMORPG and a very pleasant look. I can't say anything about the late-game which some
people seem to hate, but since the game is very cheap (including stuff that you should buy), you can just play while it's fun and
create a new character when the fun ends \u2013 I never played a WoW character higher than level 40, but still enjoyed that
game. A lot. Playing without spending is not really an option here, but I think that's an okay model: You try the game for free
and if you like it, you support the creators by buying the \u201cadditional\u201d stuff \u2013 many games do it now and it's
certanly better for starters than WoW's original model where you had to pay ~40 \u20ac for the DVD before you could consider
which subscription would suit you. If you have never played a 3D MMORPG, I would recommend the big ones first (is WoW
still a thing?), but if you have already sucked those up and just want a change of scenery, this is for you.. So I wanted to take the
time to write a quick review for Florensia so here it goes:

Ok, so I know that i'm only about 10 hours in on this game but I do have some positive things to say. For one, I have an
EXTREMELY average laptop with an EXTREMELY average internet connection therefore resulting in laggy gameplay, shotty
connectivity and a less than stellar experience when I try and do gaming for the most part. But with Florensia the game runs
great on high details, combat on the "land" is fluid as well as combat in the "sea" too so basically for gamers with an average
setup you should have no troubles with the servers (i'm in NA btw). Secondly, the UI is very clean and put together, very
straightforward in finding your skills, quests, maps, community etc. A clean UI is pretty important for me in terms of
convenience and accessibility. Lastly I do like the differential between the land and sea combat, both are a quick learn and
seems like the customization is pretty deep, although the sea combat controls i do find a bit clunky and will get some getting
used to.

I can not speak to higher end content like various bosses, raids (if they have them?) gear crafting and buffing and so on but if
you are looking for a very chilled out mmorpg with questing, fishing, various combat interfaces and an overall smooth gameplay
I suggest you give the game a shot. Another thing too, I do see a LOT of new players running around the game so I think
Florensia coming to Steam has brought a nice influx on new players so thats a positive. Give it a shot, its not bad.

Hope this helped!
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Super cute and fun game with an easy learning curve.
Could use some more feedback regarding the Questsystem, but since it does nothing new (find, kill, collect, repeat) it's quite
easy to grasp. The separation between land and sea level adds some variety which is nice.. No tutorial. No story. Not related to
anime as it was presented. Font and UI are not scalable. Poor character animation. Poor sound effects.
For the first time I experienced MMO world that does not care for its new players.. This game is EXTREMELY buggy. The
support team doesn't help with any problems. And the general game community is very immature. Other than that, its a great
game. If you can get passed all the bugs that is..... it froze on my computer for almost 2 days i probably only had a chance to
play like 3 minutes. the game is a typical cute and colorfull anmie mmo. i like the idea of sea and land skills (and xp) ...

Tabletopia Stability HAPPY NEW BUNDLE V.2 / 24 in 1/ Crazy Discount:

Hey guys, check our New Year offer - 24 games in 1 bundle! Nice games, crazy discount and huge savings!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/9792/HAPPY_NEW_BUNDLE_V2/. Way-z is released! 30% discount until
November 2:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/946200/Wayz/. Free DLC and some graphic changes:
Hi guys,

We've prepared a free DLC 'Nimble Bunn - New Adventure' for you: Nimble Bunn - New Adventure Hopefully you'll like it.
We've also made some graphic changes and fixed some bugs to the original game: Nimble Bunn
Look at these hedgehogs. How do you find them?

 

Feel free to ask us any questions you've got. Feedbacks are much appreciated as well because they help us to grow and get
better. We wish you to have a great time together with Nimble Bunn!
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